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REMEMBRANCE ASSEMBLY
Apologies for the technical issues this week, but once
we got the stream to work we had a wonderful and
thought-provoking Assembly, including a moving
Remembrance video put together by Prep 6 with Mr
Smith and Mme Leavey.

Thank you to Prep 6 for all their hard work, and to the
Prep 6 pupils who sang so beautifully in the Assembly.
Thank you too to Rev’d Holy who came into school to
help us think about what remembrance means, and
how it is still very relevant to everyone today,
particularly in this time of pandemic.

www.springgroveschool.co.uk

PLASTIC FREE SCHOOLS STATUS FOR SG
As part of SG’s first ever Eco Week in September, children from across the year groups carried out all manner of crosscurricular activities to try and reduce the environmental impact of single-use plastic in school and the surrounding
environment. Litter sweeps and beach cleans were conducted and campaigning letters were written to our local MP, the
companies responsible for producing plastic waste and our very own Head, Mrs Jaggard and Chef, Mr McHugh.
Over the last few weeks, the children have started to see the fruits of their labours. Plastic cutlery, jelly pots and water bottles
have disappeared from the dining room and positive replies have been received from companies such as Sainsbury’s, Tescos,
Aldi and Asda. All of the magnificent efforts across the School have now been recognised with the award of The Surfers
Against Sewage Plastic Free School Status.
Yasmin Edwards, Surfers Against Sewage’s Education Administrator said: “I’m really impressed with what you have all
achieved! The letters to the MP and chef were fantastic! I’m excited to see what your pupils can achieve in the future. Your
collective actions are creating waves of positive environmental change, achieving Plastic Free Schools Status is just the
beginning, the hardest part is maintaining this level of pupils and staff
commitment to keeping the school free of unnecessary single-use
plastic.”
Mr Curnow, SG’s Eco Coordinator said: “After achieving our Green
Flag status in the summer, it is great to see that we have not rested
on our laurels and continue to do all we can to improve our impact on
the environment. Eco Week drew together many of the things that we
have been doing and it was wonderful to see the whole school come
together with one purpose. Receiving Plastic Free School Status, the
improvements around school and the replies received have taught the
children that, though young, their actions can improve their world and
affect real change. I hope that this knowledge will empower them as
they grow into the future leaders of tomorrow.”

THE WEEK IN RECEPTION
This week the children have been creative making firework pictures and playing games to help with recognising
letters and sounds.

BEAUTIFUL SG!
Autumn is a special time at SG, with spectacular skies and
misty mornings. Thank you to Mr Restell and Mrs Langford
for these lovely pics.

CHILDREN IN NEED
Friday 13 November
Dressing-up day to raise money for
Children in Need
Come to school in your pyjamas!
£1 donation
Pay on SchoolsBuddy

Recycle your newspapers and
plastic bottles!
The Art Department is in desperate need of old
newspapers and plastic bottles. Please send them
in with your children—there will be a collection box
in the entrance foyer. Thank you!!

FIREWORKS HATS
From Miss Drury
Huge thanks to the SG PTA for the original idea and for providing the prizes, and to parents for supporting their children on
this task.The effort that went into everyone's hats was phenomenal. I was thrilled with the standard of craftsmanship and the
originality of ideas. It was obvious that the children who had made hats over half
term were very proud of their creations. I would like to congratulate everyone
throughout the school who made fireworks hats. It was a very difficult task to
choose 'winners.'
My criteria for judging was as follows:
1. The hat needed to be original and eye-catching in its design.
2. Preference was given to children whose hats looked to be entirely their own work.
3. The hat needed to 'say' fireworks to me!
Winners
Teddies—Joshua; Giraffes—Amelie; Reception—Akshayan (who deserves a special mention for making a hat for a fellow
classmate); Year 1—Oscar; Year 2—Camilla; Prep 3—Mollie; Prep 4—Mariella; Prep 5—Ferdie; Prep 6—Richard

ROMAN ROADS BY PREP 3
Children in Prep 3 have been busy investigating Roman roads and creating some wonderful project work including
posters, Powerpoint presentations, mosaics, and cross-sections of (actual) roads.

Danks Teaching
and Coaching

DISPLAY OF THE WEEK
Display of the week this week comes from Mrs
Desmet’s Hive.

Past Director of studies and Head of
maths at SG
11+ preparation and booster lessons for
Year 3-6 upwards
40 minute Online lessons
Limited places available
£25.00 per session

Contact Mr D at pdanks@live.co.uk

Mobile 07590488322

Speech and Drama lessons help students to build self-esteem,
communication confidence and vocabulary, skills that filter into all
aspects of school and home life. They are particularly useful for those
who want to improve their speech clarity, positive body language,
eye contact, public speaking and performance skills.
At Spring Grove, we offer our students the
opportunity to take Speech and Drama
accredited examinations which give
children the opportunity to develop a range
of Communication and Performance skills.
As children move up the grades, they build
a portfolio of achievement, leading to UCAS
points earned at grades 6,7 and 8
Lessons are held weekly, currently with
fixed times each week.
Lessons are available from Year 2 upwards.
Online lessons are available by arrangement with the teacher.
About the Teacher:
Laura Field, Spoken Words BA Hons. English, PGCE, P.Cert Teaching
Shakespeare, MA Professional Voice Practice
Laura is a qualified teacher with an MA in Professional Voice Practice,
specialising in Communication Skills and Speech and Drama
examinations. She has examined and coached young people and
adults across the globe, helping them to develop confidence, clear
speech, vocal projection and expressive presentation.

To contact Laura, please email laura@spokenwords.com or call
07793 812364

FOREST SCHOOL
Autumn has definitely arrived at our Forest School site! The Prep 4 children enjoyed the new colour palette and
made campfire toffee apples and roasted sweet chestnuts ‘on an open fire’. Prep 6 found some stray Hallowe’en
pumpkins to cut, carve and generally mutilate! With a lockdown imminent, it was also important to get the ‘Tesco
Shed’ weathertight for the winter.

TREE DRESSING
A message from Miss Drury:
‘Tree Dressing is an exciting
Art project for the first week
of December—I will assign a
tree on the front lawn to
each year group. They will
need to decide how to
decorate it—in their bubble
colour, predominantly.
Over the next few weeks, it would be great if parents
could send in (to form teachers):





Glass Jars and empty plastic milk bottles - for
lantern making
Baubles
Ribbon
Anything else that could be recycled to look
pretty!

You can find out more about the Tree Dressing project
at www.commonground.org.uk/tree-dressing-day/

SG PTA
Minutes from the last SG PTA meeting on Tuesday 13
October can be found here.
PTA 2020-21
Chair: Suzie Boyd chair@sgpta.co.uk
Vice-chair: Alex Clarke vicechair@sgpta.co.uk
Treasurer: Jim Pritchard treasurer@sgpta.co.uk
Secretary: Lindsay Heasman-Hurst secretary@sgpta.co.uk
2nd-hand uniform: Carine Borg; Philipa Ballerio; Anneli
Woolls uniform@sgpta.co.uk
School rep: Nicky Lee-Browne
Teddies rep: Alex Clarke
Giraffes rep: Alex Clarke
Reception: Kerry Derrick, Kerry Wetherall
Year 1 rep: Emma Paine
Year 2 rep: Danielle Vernes & Chika Brown
Prep 3 rep: Sophia Miller Jones
Prep 4 rep: Nathalie Battershill
Prep 5 rep: Alex Clarke & Melanie Savory
Prep 6 rep: Carine Borg & Janette Makin
If you would like to place an advert in the Messenger, please
email chair@sgpta.co.uk for costs and terms & conditions.
£10 per term; £5 for part of a term.

DIARY
Monday 9—Friday 13 November
Monday 9
November

Forest School—Prep 3

Tuesday 10
November

Forest School—Prep 5

Wednesday REMEMBRANCE DAY
11 November
Friday 13
November

Prep 5 Assembly live-stream 9.15am
Forest School—Reception

CONGRATULATIONS
Head’s Stars
Austen: Isabelle P, Leo B-M, Isabelle D
Dickens: William L, Theodora OR, Ophelia B, Rory B,
Quinn C, Elis F-P, Isabella S, Oliver T, Scarlett W-J,
Thomas B, Aeva P
Conrad: Henry B, Rufus H, Sanjay P, Hamish S, Wilfie E,
Isla K, Daniel B
Chaucer: Jenson B, Tamsin L, Shaysha A, Rafael B,
Thomas E, Pia NR
Supreme Citizenship Badge
Rafael B
Silver Citizenship Badge
Daniel B
Silver Credits Badge
Alfie A

Jelly the Giraffe
Winner
1. Chaucer 880
FLU IMMUNISATION
The Immunisation team will be attending on
27/11/2020 to give the FLU nasal sprays.
The online consent portal is available online at https://
www.kentcht.nhs.uk/forms/imms-consentform/ until 24/11/2020. Don’t forget to record your
consent or refusal for your child’s FLU vaccine.
Please use the school URN number(118992) to access the
form.

2. Dickens 852
3. Austen 828
4. Conrad 687

